Celebrating 15 years at Mission Local

Lana Tleimat

ACROSS
1 Hurt badly
5 What SF's young people often have instead of a child
8 ___-fi
11 Tons (of)
13 So-so
14 Some August babies
15 Valencia St. institution that lost accreditation in 2008
17 Rugged rides, for short
18 Mission parade and festival turning 45 this year, Mission Local reported
19 It can be bid
20 Give ___ to (approve)
21 City in Los Angeles, literally "the mountain"
23 Points a finger at
26 Sir McKellen, to friends
27 Someone on apps, maybe
28 Longstanding Caribbean spot now reopening, Mission Local reported
34 With "El," queer dive supported by MEDA since 2019, Mission Local reported
35 Booze
36 Paddle
37 Sandwich store mascot stolen and returned in 2009, Mission Local reported
40 Support for the circus?
42 "Heads up..."
43 With 44 Across, local rock legend whose face was scraped off a BART plaza mural in 2022, Mission Local reported
44 See 43 Across
48 Menu item at Pakwan
49 Deck out
50 Superlative for San Francisco, to doom-loopers
54 In ___ of
55 "17 ___": content of an iconic sign removed from Mission and 17th, Mission local reported
57 Lone
58 About, on a memo
59 Rubberneck
60 Fool
61 Put away
62 Burden

DOWN
1 "Oh, brother!"
2 Actor Baldwin
3 Midwestern state whose GDP is about $100 billion less than SF's
4 Knotty stuff
5 Nima Momeni's was "not guilty," Mission Local reported
6 Avian namesake of classic SoMa leather bar
7 Oft-eulogized scene in the city, with 33 Down
8 Dawn on
9 Bad thing to do to a neighbor's wife
10 Voter's concern
12 "Party" you wouldn't have wanted an invitation to
13 Geary or Octavia: Abbr.
14 Local musician muralized at 26th and Mission, Mission Local reported
16 Vietnam neighbor
19 Chinese term for nursemaid
22 Head case?
23 Rental listing abbr.
24 Hideout
25 On
28 East Bay school, familiarly
29 Plum or peach
30 Cooling units, for short
31 Slinky shape
32 Saintly glow
12 19 Across, en español
33 See 7 Down
35 Scrape
38 "In that case ..."
39 Printer's blue
40 Quinceñera fabrics, maybe
41 Sees if one can
43 "___ estas?"
44 Roja o verde
45 19 Across, en español
46 Carols
47 Plant, maybe
48 Get out of bed
51 Red in the middle
52 Late local icon Lone Star known for stewarding pigeons, Mission Local reported
53 By way of, briefly
55 Money transfer chain dotting Mission
56 Joyce's famous last word?